
SZG 48mm tempered laminated glass stair- building glass manufacturers

Glass Stair: the raw material of glass floor is tempered laminated glass, with good stability and impact
resistance, will not easy for broken like other normal quality glass.The glass floor have very good light
transmission and can enlarge the light of room and make room full with light.

Types of anti slip glass floor: 

There are two types of anti slip glass floor, one type is the real anti slip laminated glass floor, the other
type is print small round point with the function of anti slip.

1.Anti slip glass floor 

2. FINISHED ANTI-SLIP TEMPERED LAMINATED GLASS FLOOR



Specification: 

Glass floor is produced by 4 layers laminated glass.

Thickness:6mm+6mm+6+6mm,8mm+8mm+8mm+8mm,
10+10mm+10mm+10mm,12+12mm+12mm+12mm etc

Glass Type: Clear tempered laminated glass, silk screen laminated glass, frosted laminated glass, anti slip
laminated glass etc.

Advantages for using glass floor

1.Cheap cost, the cost of glass floor is cheap compared with other material.

2.Environmental friendly: compared with wooden floor, the glass is environmental friendly, will not cause
any harm for natural.

3.Easy for cleaning: the glass floor is easy for cleaning compared with other material, can use water for
cleaning directly.



4.Anti corrosion and anti insects.

What’s need to pay attention in Glass Floor installation?

1, laying the ground floor of the glass floor must be smooth and clean.

2, before the construction of the glass floor, the best is tiled glass on the ground for more than 24 hours,
the construction site temperature is best around 15 ℃, cut the glass at both ends more than 5cm left.

3, before paste, rolled up the floor about half of the reverse, and then start paste the glass from the middle
of the floor scraping gum (using scraper with a tooth scraper) for laying.

Quality Control: 

Sun Global Glass manufacture glass floor under ISO 9001 quality control and our glass floor comply with
following standards:

1. Glass floor meet SGCC USA safety glass standard. 

2. Glass floor meet EN 12543 CE European safety glass standard. 

3. Glass floor meet Chinese Safety Glass Compulsory Certification (CCC)
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